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Learn more about the Western Digital WD10PURX

WD

Purple

WD10PURX

Bare Drive

SATA 6.0Gb/s

1TB

IntelliPower

64MB

Desktop drives vs. surveillance-class storage
WD Purple surveillance-class storage has been tested to be compatible in a wide-range of security systems. These drives are designed to
replace standard desktop drives that were not designed for the harsh 24/7 always-on, high-definition surveillance environment. Desktop
drives are built to run for only short intervals and are not engineered to withstand high-temperature fluctuations and equipment vibrations
found in a typical surveillance application.

Surveillance storage for peace-of-mind
Whether you're protecting your personal assets and loved ones or monitoring the business you worked hard to build, you can rely on
surveillance-class storage built by one of the largest hard drive manufacturers in the world. WD Purple Surveillance Storage is designed for
high temperature, always-on, surveillance security systems to ensure reliability and quality video play back when you need it most.
Experience the security of knowing you're using a surveillance–class drive designed by a leader in the hard drive industry.

Improve performance with AllFrame
WD Purple surveillance-class hard drives are equipped with AllFrame technology which works with ATA streaming to reduce frame loss,
improve playback and increases the number of drive bays supported. AllFrame reduces video interruptions that commonly occur when
desktop hard drives are incorrectly used as storage in security systems. Missed frames and lost footage is a serious problem when an event
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Form Factor
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Electrical Outlet Plug Type

occurs and surveillance footage needs to be retrieved.

Engineered for compatibility
WD Purple surveillance hard drives are built for compatibility with industry-leading chassis and chip set manufacturers for seamless
integration into your new or existing video surveillance system. Check out our compatibility selector to find out what surveillance drive is right
for you.

For Video Surveillance

3.5"

26.10mm

101.60mm

147.00mm

Plug Type “A” (USA, Canada, Mexico, Japan)

Dimensions

Plug Standards
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